A phylotranscriptomic backbone of the orb-weaving spider family Araneidae (Arachnida, Araneae) supported by multiple methodological approaches.
The orb-weaving spider family Araneidae is extremely diverse (>3100 spp.) and its members can be charismatic terrestrial arthropods, many of them recognizable by their iconic orbicular snare web, such as the common garden spiders. Despite considerable effort to better understand their backbone relationships based on multiple sources of data (morphological, behavioral and molecular), pervasive low support remains in recent studies. In addition, no overarching phylogeny of araneids is available to date, hampering further comparative work. In this study, we analyze the transcriptomes of 33 taxa, including 19 araneids - 12 of them new to this study - representing most of the core family lineages, to examine the relationships within the family using genomic-scale datasets resulting from various methodological treatments, namely ortholog selection and gene occupancy as a measure of matrix completion. Six matrices were constructed to assess these effects by varying orthology inference method and gene occupancy threshold. Orthology methods used are the benchmarking tool BUSCO and the tree-based method UPhO; three gene occupancy thresholds (45%, 65%, 85%) were used to assess the effect of missing data. Gene tree and species tree-based methods (including multi-species coalescent and concatenation approaches, as well as maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference) were used totalling 17 analytical treatments. The monophyly of Araneidae and the placement of core araneid lineages were supported, together with some previously unsound backbone divergences; these include high support for Zygiellinae as the earliest diverging subfamily (followed by Nephilinae), the placement of Gasteracanthinae as sister group to Cyclosa and close relatives, and close relationships between the Araneus + Neoscona clade and Cyrtophorinae + Argiopinae clade. Incongruences were relegated to short branches in the clade comprising Cyclosa and its close relatives. We found congruence between most of the completed analyses, with minimal topological effects from occupancy/missing data and orthology assessment. The resulting number of genes by certain combinations of orthology and occupancy thresholds being analyzed had the greatest effect on the resulting trees, with anomalous outcomes recovered from analysis of lower numbers of genes.